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• author: Samuel Bogumił Linde
• 6 volumes
• 1807-1814 (1st ed.), 1854-1861 (2nd ed.)
• the first monolingual dictionary of Polish
• both descriptive and normative
• dictionary of Polish with translations into Ger-
man, Slavic languages and other languages =
multilingualism
• excellent world’s reception
• impact on other languages lexicography
• used by historians, librarians, lexicographers,
linguists
Figure 1: Sample page
•mainly alphabetical with nested entries: one
can find also derivates, diminutives, etc. within
an entry→ the word order is not strict
• alphabetic order different from the contempo-
rary
• Polish diacritical marks ignored when ordering
lemmas
• almost no explanation of the abbreviations
• entry words often separated into two lines be-
cause of hyphenation→ in retro-digitised ver-
sion — requires an index (cf. [2])
Structure
• ca. 5000 two-column pages
• ca. 5400 characters per page
• > 90 languages/dialects (cf. [4], [3])
• as a corpus: about 7 mln tokens ← corpus
retro-digitisation (cf. [7])
•many scripts: Latin, Cyrillic (two kinds), Frak-
tur, Hebrew, Greek
Microstructure




• foreign languages translations,
• senses,
• quotations,
• other senses, including phraseology,
•metaphoric senses,
• derivates (with description — subentries),
• other derivates (mainly prephixed) as cross-
references without description.
Punctuation and typography
analysis — an excerpt (cf. [4])
• dot (.) — end of bigger parts of the entry (eg.
gramamr information, foreign languages trans-
lations) and abbreviations
• semicolon (;) — ends smaller parts of the entry
(eg. one language translations);
• brackets — () for author’s comments; [ ] for
2nd ed. editors comments;
• pause ( — ) — starts morphology information,
divides senses, sometimes metaphorical senses;
• section marks (§) — metaphorical senses;
• asterix (*) — unused lemmas, outdated, neolo-
gisms;
• two asterixes (**) — poetical lemmas,
• double oblique hyphen before some comments
Foreign language parts
detection algorythm
For latin script the algorythm looks as follows (cf.
[4]):
• text in italics (= abbreviation),
– capital letter at the beginning,
– dot at the end,
• foreign example (normal font),
• semicolon,
• dot after whole part of foreign language exam-
ples
However, there are also foreign language parts in
other scripts:
Figure 3: Various scripts
Abbreviations analysis
Figure 4: Expanding abbreviations
Many tags for one language/dialect, eg. Weg.,
We˛g., Hung., Hungar., Hng., Hg., Ung., Ungar.,
we˛giersk. for Hungarian, cf. [3].
Figure 5: Expanding language tags
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